Exhaust fan wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of exhaust fan wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional photographic representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as simplified forms, and the power as well as signal links between the gadgets. A wiring
diagram normally gives information about the family member placement and setup of gadgets
as well as terminals on the gadgets, to assist in building or servicing the device. A photographic
layout would show extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is
typically made use of to fix issues and also to earn certain that the links have actually been
made which every little thing is existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. Building circuitry diagrams show the approximate
locations and also affiliations of receptacles, illumination, and also permanent electrical
services in a structure. Adjoining cord routes might be shown about, where certain receptacles
or fixtures have to be on a common circuit. Circuitry diagrams use common signs for electrical
wiring devices, normally different from those utilized on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not only reveal where something is to be mounted, yet additionally exactly what kind of
device is being set up. A surface area ceiling light is shown by one icon, a recessed ceiling light
has a various symbol, as well as a surface area fluorescent light has one more sign. Each sort
of switch has a various symbol therefore do the different electrical outlets. There are symbols
that reveal the area of smoke detectors, the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat. On big tasks
icons could be phoned number to reveal, as an example, the panel board and circuit to which
the device attaches, and to determine which of several kinds of component are to be mounted at
that location. A collection of electrical wiring layouts could be needed by the electrical
assessment authority to approve connection of the house to the general public electric supply
system. Electrical wiring diagrams will additionally include panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and also riser representations for unique solutions such as smoke alarm or shut
circuit tv or various other special services. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We
have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. How to
wire a bathroom vent fan, how to install bathroom venting. How to make the proper electrical
connections to wire a bathroom exhaust vent fan or a fan incorporating also a light and a
heater. Bath vent fan wiring diagrams including bath vents with light or heater. This article
series describes how to install bathroom ventilation systems, fans, ducts, terminations. We
include bathroom venting code citations and the text also explains why bathroom vent fans are
needed and describes good bath vent fan choices, necessary fan capacity, and good bath vent
fan and vent-duct installation details. Typically the bathroom vent fan motor is powered by the
bathroom ceiling light fixture circuit; some installers, particularly in hotels or rental units,
hard-wire the bath exhaust vent fan to force it on when the bathroom ceiling light is on - thus
assuring that the vent fan is in fact used. If the bath vent fan is noisy this forced-on status can
annoy everybody. In the simplest case there will be just three fan wires to connect: black to
black the hot or live or power wire , white to white the neutral wire , and ground to ground,
typically a bare ground in the house wiring to a green ground wire in the fan housing wiring set.
The most general fan wiring instructions will state: "Hook up the bath vent fan wiring by
removing the electrical junction box cover. Next connect the house wires to the fan wires:
ground to ground, neutral white to neutral white, and hot black to hot black. Do not just twist or
tape wire ends together. Wire connections are made using a twist-on connector "Wire nut". If
the bath exhaust fan includes a separate light the light may use the same power circuit as the
fan but will require its own switching circuit. If the bath vent fan includes a separate electric
heater, the heater will usually require its own separate circuit and control switch. But when the
fan includes also a light and perhaps an electric heater there are actually three circuits to
complete, each with its own controlling switch. Watch out : if a bath vent fan, light, or heater are
installed close to a tub or shower or where they can be reached by someone in those facilities
GFCI protection is required for all of its electrical circuits. Watch out : Electrical wiring should
be done by a licensed, qualified expert. If the fan is installed close to a tub or shower, such that
it could be touched from those locations, it's electrical circuit should be GFCI protected. Never
put electrical controls such as switches where they can be reached from a bathtub or bathroom
shower. Typical wiring instructions for a bathroom vent fan that includes both a light and a
heater state the following - note that these adapted excerpts and are NOT complete installation
instructions nor may they match your specific fan. Be sure to obtain the proper installation
instructions for your fan brand and model:. Remove the fan junction box cover a. Using wire
nuts not supplied , connect house wires to fan wires b as shown in the wiring diagram on page
Wire connections are as follows: black to live switch wire, white to neutral, green to ground. It
certainly looks to me as if in your wiring diagram all of the black wires are being connected
together to a single common hot input. Shown here is a typical wiring instruction drawing from

the Utilitech fan installation manual given in the bath vent installation and wiring manual links
above. For other readers: see these example vent fan installation manuals given just above on
this page. I took closer look at the label on each wire and am including the wiring diagram. That
still leaves me with two black wires coming from the fan with quick connects and only one black
wire coming from the switch, same with the white wires. Should I cut the quick connects off and
wire nut the three wires together? And what do I do with the red wire coming from the switch?
All of the black wires go to the hot incoming black wire of which you have only one feeding the
device, which in turn tells me that your fan and light are going to be switched on
simultaneously. Most likely the two black wires in the fan light unit allow you to switch the light
or the fan on and off separately if you have separate feeds for them. Normally all of the white
wires are neutral wires. So they would all connect to the neutral wire in your circuit. But you
need to take a look at the wiring diagram for your fan light. For Example, I don't know what that
red is switching. We would identify that in the instructions. The fan wiring has the quick
connects with two white wires on one. One white wire on another. Two black wires each on their
own connect. One red wire on a connect and finally the green connect. My question is how do I
connect my one white to two connects and the same with the one black to two connects? I'm
puzzled, too, SK On fan wiring the green wire is usually an electrical ground connection - that
would connect to the circuit ground and the box ground. Sometimes the manufacturer gives an
extra ground wire to connect to the metal box of the fan enclosure and to the metal electrical
wiring junction box ground. You should be able to extend the existing junction box with a shell,
perfectly legally. The old trenches is to remove the existing junction box and assault a larger
one in its place. It's 2 x 6 ceiling joist with a finished floor above so ideally all work has to be
done from below. I have 4 switches in my bathroom 1-vent fan light, 1-vent fan, 1-heater fan and
1-vanity light. The main power in line has a single black wire linked to all 4 switches at the
bottom. All grounds are bound with wire nut and grounded to switch box by pigtail. All white
wires are bound together by wire nut. When I connect the black wires from each item to the top
of switches the fuse in breaker box either trips or makes arching sound and only 1 or 2 item will
function. Prior to problem I had to run a new wire due to a cut in wire I did not trust but
everything was working fine. The light switches are good but from early 's when house was
built. How do I fix this? I am attempting to install our bathroom fan, after removing old one
discovered, there are other wire connections that are all together, for other power sources, one
for fan, one power source for other room, and another, do I just hook them all back together?
Cherie with apologies because we'd prefer to be helpful, I simply can't risk your life, the lives of
others, and the risk of burning down the building by guessing at what wires are present and
how they should be connected. I just have so little information that speculating sounds
dangerous. In some jurisdictions homeowners are permitted to do their own wiring but still
require an electrical inspection; what does your local building department say? I know it's
costly to hire an electrician to do one trivial hookup; perhaps there is other electrical work that
can be combined? Watch out : certainly DO NOT just twist a bunch of wires together: in the best
case you'll trip a breaker or blow a fuse; in a worse case somebody could be shocked or killed
or you could start a fire. Typically a hot wire brings power to the fan, there may be other
powered wires that are switched that bring current to a light or to a heater or to all three. It's
true that neutral wires may be connected in common. Find the fan's wiring instructions by
noting its brand and model and then asking the manufacturer for an installation guide. Usually
those are free and can be downloaded from the manufacturer's website. Wiring details may also
be on a sticker in the fan appliance itself. At work, each bathroom has an industrial exhaust fan
- 4 in total that don't work. I know this sounds crazy, but they appear wired. The only thing I can
access is a small 1. Since it's only a single-speed fan, there are only 3 wires total - unlike the
blower motors used in HVAC. Here's the strange part - there aren't any wires going out of the
unit - nor do I see a place for them to exit. Or, it is possible the power feed comes in and exits
through the 12" commercial insulation style exhaust pipe that is taped to the top of the unit?
Sounds like mis-wiring as well as sounding like a need for someone experienced to test for live
voltage and trace the circuits and switches involved. Try the search box just below, or if you
prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly.
Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image,
web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear
after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Fantech in the United States
Industrial Blvd. Suitable for use in insulated ceilings. Department of Energy energysavers. Tel:
Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection
education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building
owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at
the back of the volume. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is

loading comments He is also a contributor to InspectApedia. Contact Mr. Cranor at or by Email:
johncranor verizon. Galow can be reached by email: ericgalow gmail. Galow specializes in
residential construction including both new homes and repairs, renovations, and additions.
These fan models use a remote fan motor and are available in 4" duct and 6" duct models. Do I
need a neutral wire between switch boxes for the circuit wiring? Application: Bathroom Exhaust
Fan and Switches. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with
hand tools and the access to the attic and area of the exhaust fan. Precaution: Identify the
circuit that will be used to power the bath exhaust fan, turn it OFF and Tag it with a Note before
working with the wiring. Notice: Installing additional electrical wiring should be done with a
permit and the work inspected. How to Install Bathroom Electric Wiring. Wiring Diagrams. Home
electrical wiring diagrams are an important tool for completing your electrical projects. An
electrical wiring diagram can be as simple as a diagram showing how to install a new switch in
your hallway, or as complex as the complete electrical blueprint for your new home or home
improvement project. How to Wire a Switch. Guide to Home Electrical Wire. Complete listing of
electrical wire types and parts used for home projects with electrical code information serves as
selection guidelines. Home Electrical Junction Boxes. Understanding electrical junction boxes
and what they are used for. Home electrical wiring is the process of installing electrical wire to a
location that will serve electrical devices or an appliance. One very important component is the
box where the wire will be installed. The type and size of the home wiring electrical boxes will
depend upon the circuit size, application and its location. I have 2 different switches for the
bathroom light and fan. I want to keep the fan and replace the light switch with a motion sensor
light switch. The wires are in the same box. There is a black wire, red one, white one and the
ground that is in the box. The light switch has a black wire hooked to it and the black wire that
goes to the fan and the light. The fan switch has the ground wire, the red one and the white one
hook to it. Can I replace the light with a motion sensor light switch? Motion Detector Occupancy
Sensor for a Bathroom Light Hi Tina, The bathroom light switch can be replaced with a motion
detector, motion sensor, or occupancy sensor switch as you have described. All of these
switches are very similar and are a great energy saving device. In fact, you may consider
installing an occupancy sensor for the exhaust fan as well, only configure the length of time the
exhaust fan will stay on longer to allow steam and odors to ventilate out of the bathroom. I hope
this helps you, Dave. I would like to know there to find a limit switch for a bathroom exhaust fan.
It is a Fasco model R Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply!
Ask an Electrical Question. Tina says:. June 29, at pm. Dave Rongey says:. July 5, at am. Ed
Anderson says:. October 31, at pm. Click here to cancel reply. How to Wire a Dryer Outlet.
Adding Electrical Wiring in the Home. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience,
ability to work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project
area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring
should be done according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be
inspected. How are the wires connected to a kitchen exhaust fan? How to wire a kitchen
exhaust fan that is installed above the kitchen range or cook top stove. Application: Wiring a
Kitchen Exhaust Fan. Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced. This electrical wiring project is best
performed by a Certified Electrician or a Licensed Electrical Contractor. Estimated Time:
Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools and the access to the wall
switch for the exhaust fan and if a larger switch box will be required. Precaution: The kitchen
exhaust fan circuit should be identified, turned OFF and Tagged with a Note before working with
the wiring. Notice: Modifying existing wiring or installing additional bathroom electrical wiring
should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected.
Specific to this Electrical Question: The wiring for the exhaust fan as described in this question
may not be typical or standard due to the described problem. Therefore I recommend a close
evaluation of the exhaust fan and the provided installation instructions and wiring diagram. If it
is found that the exhaust fan is faulty or is not compatible with your application then a
replacement may be desired. I have the same question as Shivkiranm has above. I am looking
for the diagram and how to connect the fan. Thanks in advance. Hi Harry, Wiring a Kitchen
Exhaust Fan Could you please provide more information about the specific kitchen exhaust fan
that you have? Such as: The Manufacturer. The Model Number. The Voltage. Also, describe if
the exhaust fan has a one or two speed motor, and if there is one or more light bulbs inside the
unit. This information will be very helpful, Dave. Hello Dave Thanks for your quick response.
Lets see if I can answer all your questions. Its a Crompton Greaves Exhaust Fan. The standard
voltage here is volts. There is no Bulb. No led in the FAN. Its a Old model Exhaust Fan which
was working fine till yesterday and I had to remove the wiring and remove the fan as had some
renovation work going on. Now the work is done and I forgot the connection. The Fan works like
a two way. It has a low and High Switch. When the fan is in low state it does exhaust the air out,

and when on high it blows the air in like a fan. The Fan has 3 wires coming out: Red, Green, and
Black. The Switch has 3 connectors to connect the wires. I am all confused and to add more to
it. There is one copper wire nailed to the outside of the window not sure if it has to do
something with the fan wires. Please help me out with the connections of the 3 fan wire as it
should work the same way as it use to work. Thank you for the information about your Exhaust
Fan Harry. Based on your information and the limited information available about the Crompton
Greaves Clean Air fan I would think that if the rotation of the fan is incorrect then the two circuit
wire connections could be reversed to correct the rotation. The home electrical system is volts
and the earth ground, so the green wire would be the earth connection. I cannot speculate about
the copper wire that is outside the window, however since it is a copper wire it would be good to
perform electrical testing to help obtain a positive purpose and identification. I hope this helps,
Dave. Hello Dave. Thank you for the information. But i was looking for the diagram on how to
connect the fan to the two way switch. I am aware that the green wire is earthing, but I am
looking for the connection to the switch. Thank You. The adaptation of three way switch control
in a volt circuit would be to wire one wire of the volt circuit through the three way switches, or
use a low volt control circuit which would control a 2-pole relay, and run the volt circuit through
the relay contacts. Dose this sound right or do I need to redue before the inspection. Thanks R.
Long, Fernwood,ID. You can verify this with your electrical inspector, but this should not be a
problem. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an
Electrical Question. Harry says:. September 3, at am. August 31, at am. Dave Rongey says:.
September 1, at am. September 1, at pm. September 2, at am. Randall Long says:. June 3, at pm.
Click here to cancel reply. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to
work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area.
Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should
be done according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. How
is a switch wired for an Bathroom Exhaust Fan? My question is what timer or controller do I
need with it being low voltage wiring running to each box in each bathroom? The inline fan is a
Fantech FR See more about Home Wiring for Minnesota. Low Voltage Control Switch Wiring for
an In-Line Exhaust Fan Greg, this is a great question and the person who installed this in-line
bathroom exhaust fan had a very good idea, as long as the exhaust fan is rated large enough for
the square footage and required air exchanges of both bathrooms. The low voltage control
wiring is relatively simple. Understand that low voltage controls are simply a smaller control
circuit that activates a larger control relay or contractor. In this case the control wiring is the
same for one, two or even more switches located in each bathroom. As you mentioned, there is
a low voltage power supply, which will supply power for the control relay. Each pair of wires will
act as a switch to control one side of the low voltage power. The low voltage relay is located
near the in-line exhaust fan where it will act as a switch for the volt power for the in-line exhaust
fan. The low voltage wires are simply wired to a single pole switch. When one or both switches
are activated they will in turn activate the control relay which will then turn on the in-line
exhaust fan. If the low voltage wiring is not rated for volts then a partition must be installed into
the junction box being shared, or a separate switch box must be installed for the low voltage
switch and wiring. The low voltage power supply and control relay must be installed in an
accessible area and in an approved electrical junction box or electrical enclosure. The low
voltage wiring and the volt circuit wiring must all be installed according to code. As always, a
project like this must be installed with a permit and inspected. All About Electrical Relays. The
use of relays that are sometimes needed to control special device loads such as Air
Conditioners and other high demand equipment from starting at the same time. How to Wire a
Switch. Wiring Diagrams. How to Install Bathroom Electrical Wiring. Wiring a inline bathroom
exhaust fan with a 2 single pole timer switches Lutron timer switch with only line and load
screws, no other wires , one for each bathroom. My understanding that I can split or twist the
source hot wire to the line side for both SP s
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witches. With the hot wire from load side of the switches pig tailed to the load fan. Is this
correct and can switches be turned on independently or at the same time? Hi Jeff, Yes â€” the
circuit power, which attaches to the Line side of the Lutron time switch may be spliced with
another wire to provide the power for the Line side of an additional switch which may be used
independently or separately. I hope this helps, Dave. Name required. Email will not be published
required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Jeff Phillips says:. October 19, at pm.
Dave Rongey says:. Click here to cancel reply. How to Identify Light Fixture Wiring. Estimated

Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical
circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National
Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected.

